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Off payroll working rules to change

In this edition...
Welcome to the 28th Edition of Perspective.
With 2019 coming to an end and Britain
experiencing its first December general
election since 1923 it can be very easy to
become absorbed in a singular issue (and
we all know what I am referring to) rather
than embracing the other elements.
The British economy is wonderfully
complex and multifaceted; however bleak
things may occasionally appear there is
always room for optimism.
It is with this mind-set that we have
put together this edition of Perspective
magazine. The articles are incredibly
varied and cover a wide variety of
topics – from creative industries relief
to inheritance tax planning. Partner
James Pitt takes you through the
inner workings of Inflo while the
newest edition to the Corporate Finance
team, Richard Thomas discusses his
specialism: Waste Management.

Finally, we include articles on our new
office in Newbury, Off-Payroll working
rules and what to look out for when
conducting Financial Due Diligence
along with many more.
As always I would like to thank the
authors of these articles and also our
editor for their hard work. I hope you
enjoy this edition of Perspective and
wish all of our readers a very Merry
Christmas, Happy Holidays and a
fantastic new year.

Robert Holland
Managing Partner
James Cowper Kreston
rholland@jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)1635 35255

We are also given a window into
the lives of our staff members with
Business Development Manager,
Jennie Cartwright presenting her
award winning marksmanship and
Tax Consultant, Claire Dawes talking
about her work with Age UK.

SelfAssessment
Deadline
A reminder to those who are
required to complete selfassessment tax returns, the
deadline for online submission
to HMRC is midnight 31st
January 2020.

WE’VE MOVED

Please ensure that you
have provided any relevant
documents to your James
Cowper Kreston contact
in plenty of time to avoid
any penalties and interest.

James Cowper Kreston are pleased to announce move
to Greenham Business Park

For more information please
contact our tax team on
Tel: +44 (0)118 9590261

James Cowper Kreston has
been a part of the West Berkshire
community since the 1920s providing
a wide range of accountancy services
covering Accounting, Audit, VAT,
Tax, Corporate Finance, Payroll and
Business Advisory. The Newbury
office has now moved from Overbridge
Square to 2 Communications Road,
Greenham Business Park, Greenham,
Newbury, RG19 6AB.

31st
January
2020
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James Cowper Kreston office building.
The new two story building has a host of
amenities designed to improve the working
environment for staff and also remain
in an area which is easily commutable.

When the opportunity to relocate arose,
the firm had the goal of finding offices
better suited to its needs and remaining
in the Newbury location. Meetings with
Greenham Business Park resulted in
the construction of a new bespoke

Robert Holland, Managing Partner
at James Cowper Kreston said:
“We are delighted to announce the
news of the new office building. It is
the final product of many months of
hard work led by Nick Butler; while
we did not set out to create a bespoke
office it has truly been the best result
for the firm, allowing us to design a
space that best fits our requirements
and provides our staff with a fantastic
working environment.

Corporate Finance

•

•

Outsourcing

Payroll

•

Private Client Tax

Nick Butler, Partner at James Cowper
Kreston and Managing Director of
JC Payroll said:

“I was tasked with leading
the charge on the new build
and, whilst it has not been
without its challenges the
end result has exceeded our
expectations. We kept our staff
at the forefront of the design
work making our aim to create
a functional and comfortable
office situation; we look forward
to welcoming clients to the
new space.”

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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James Cowper
Kreston in the
James Cowper Kreston has
historically worked within the energy
and environmental sectors. In July
2019 Richard Thomas joined the
team having worked in the waste
sector for four years with Biffa. We
have asked Richard a few questions
about himself and what he is doing
within the firm.

waste sector
Can you just give a brief background
as to your experience?

What do you think this can
bring to our clients?

My experience started with the IPO of Biffa
plc, working to understand all of the Biffa
group and the waste market to educate
investors. Following that I was involved with
the acquisition of over 20 businesses and
negotiated deals valued at over £100m in total
for the benefit of shareholders. Additionally,
I worked on financing and funding polymer
plant developments, energy from waste
projects and other asset-based projects.

I would like to think that I can quickly
grasp any opportunity in the waste
sector and understand clients’
businesses. My experience is growing
waste businesses by acquisition and
organically so I would be delighted to
discuss your business as to how we can
help you to grow it and make it attractive
for a buyer at the right time for you.

Major changes are coming up which
will affect you if you are thinking
of selling a residential property,
particularly one which at some
point has been your home.

What attracted you to the
waste sector?

Your home: Reduction in final
period of ownership

I have worked with a variety of people and
they have been down to earth and easy to
get along with. The industry is also facing
a number of challenges with increasing
regulation changes and social pressures to
improve recycling. This makes for exciting
times to make a difference in both growing
a business and doing our bit, however big
or small, to help the environment.

	Currently, if you sell a residential
property which has been your
main residence at any point after
31 March 1982, and you move out,
the last 18 months of ownership
are still treated as exempt.

For more information please
contact Richard Thomas on
rthomas@jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)118 9590261.

	For those residing in care homes
the period will remain 36 months.

	From 6 April 2020, this period
will be cut to nine months.

“New Hospice
Facilities at
the Churchill
Hospital,
Oxford”
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Your home: Letting relief changes
 urrently, if you sell a residential
C
property which has been your
main residence at any point after
31 March 1982 but has since been
rented out, a further exemption of
up to £40,000 per individual can
reduce the taxable gain.
	From 6 April 2020, the relief will
no longer be available unless the
property was let whilst you were
living in it.
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	From 6 April 2020, a report and tax
payment will need to be made within
30 days of completion. The provisional
tax payment is revisited when the tax
return is submitted.
	A return is not required where the gain
is fully covered by main residence relief.
	Disposals of UK residential property by
non-residents have been subject to a
similar reporting regime since April 2015.

Residential property generally: Gains to
be reported and tax paid within a month

These changes will dramatically affect the
tax paid on many residential property sales,
by both increasing the tax payable and
hitting cashflow.

	Currently, any capital gains tax due
from a UK tax resident is reported
on the tax return and is payable by
31 January following the tax year
in which the disposal took case.

Planning opportunities might be available
so if you think you might be affected by
any of these changes please do not hesitate
to contact Stephen Barratt on sbarratt@
jamescowper.co.uk or on +44 (0)1635 35255.

I have the privilege to be the current
chair of Trustees at Sobell House
Hospice Charity, the charity which
supports the work of Sobell House
at the Churchill Hospital, as well as
other work in the Oxford Hospitals
and in the Oxfordshire community.

rooms. The Hospice extension was
built in partnership with Kingerlee Ltd
and our architect Georgia Burt to
deliver state of the art facilities in
a modern environment to benefit
the people of Oxfordshire, whose
generosity provided the funding.
The building was opened by Sir
Jonathan Montgomery, the chair
of the Oxford University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust and is the
culmination of 7 years work to
future proof the Hospice facilities
on the Churchill Hospital site.

This September saw the opening
of the new £5M extension to the
Hospice which incorporates 6 new
specialist beds for patients with life
limiting illnesses who have more
complex symptoms, a new outpatients
clinic, a centre for the Lymphoedema
Team, a new garden for in patients as
well as new charity offices and staff

Photographs by courtesy of
Photovibe and Kingerlee Ltd
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£

Important
update to
capital gains
tax on private
residences

•

Payroll

•

Private Client Tax

For more information please contact
Ian Miles on imiles@jamescowper.
co.uk or +44 (0)1491 848500.

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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CLOSED

LOCK

LOAD

As a firm we always put the
wellbeing of our staff at the
forefront of what we do; it is core
to our culture of helping our staff
develop and grow to be the best
they can be at work.
Last year we launched ‘Wellbeing
at Work’, a programme of initiatives
designed to help support all our staff
and Partners in and outside of work,
whether it be their mental, physical
or financial wellbeing, these being
the three pillars of wellbeing our
programme is focussed on.

Liquidations aren’t
necessarily bad
The word ‘liquidation’ can have obvious
negative connotations with high profile
failures such as Carillion and Thomas
Cook. However, many business owners
choose to liquidate their companies
for positive reasons by way of a solvent
members’ voluntary liquidation (“MVL”).
The MVL process sees all creditors
paid in full and surplus funds
distributed to shareholders by means
of a capital distribution (which may
give advantageous tax positions to
individual shareholders, especially
when Entrepreneur’s Relief is
available,as compared to dividends).
There are many reasons why
shareholders might consider liquidating
via a MVL including: an orderly closure
of a business at the end of its lifecycle,
cash extractions for shareholders, and
simplification of group structures.

6

simplifying their group structures
by liquidating superfluous holding
companies thereby reducing the
ongoing compliance burden and cost.
We are currently in discussions with
a number of business owners who
are concerned about, not only uncertain
future trading conditions, but also about
political changes that may result in
hasher tax regimes and are now
considering whether it is appropriate
to sell or close their businesses.
As a business owner, whether
you are considering a sale of your
business, restructuring or retirement you
may wish to explore with us whether
you could utilise a MVL to facilitate the
orderly wind down and distribution of
surplus assets in a tax efficient way.
Clients are often entrusting the fruit
of their life’s work to insolvency
practitioners and often take comfort
from their long term relationships with
an established accountancy practice.

In the past year our insolvency
practitioners have worked with
more than a dozen general practice
clients distributing approximately
£9m of cash and £5m of assets to
shareholders. The work has included
MVLs following retirement sales, and
clients, including several multinationals,

For more information please
contact Tom Russell on
trussell@jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)2380 221222.
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Recently the firm has been
running initiatives under financial
wellbeing and we have partnered
with HSBC who provide a
complimentary service to businesses
on financial wellbeing support to
their employees. Research suggests
that 1 in 3 employees say they
are distracted at work by financial
concerns and there is also plenty
of research that shows that poor
financial wellbeing can impact on
our health and our mental wellbeing,
which is why this is an integral
part of our programme to create
a healthier workplace.

I’ve always been competitive
(one of four children) and after
breaking my arm playing netball
I was looking for another outlet
for my need to compete.
I was lucky enough to be invited on
a corporate Clay Pigeon shooting day
and, having never even seen or held
a shotgun let alone fired one, I was
somewhat nervous. Never one to shy
away from a challenge I turned up on the
day, listened to what the instructors said
and did as I was told. Lo and behold
I hit enough targets to win my first ever
shooting trophy for Novice of the Day…
I was hooked!

The HSBC scheme offers
free insight and education to
help prepare staff for significant
life stages and their financial
implications. We have worked
with them to provide our staff
with general financial awareness
presentations together with 1-2-1
access to a financial professional
to discuss more personal, bespoke
education, insight and support.

I never looked back, I shot with friends
a few times and still enjoyed it so I
applied for my own license and bought
my first gun. I’m now on my fourth gun
having improved my technique, learnt
a bit more about the sport and realised
that gun fit can make a difference.
It’s a great sport – you can shoot with
World Champions and Olympic Gold
Medallists and they are always happy

We continue to work with our
staff to ensure we provide the right
support to help our ‘Wellbeing at
Work’ programme evolve.
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to spare a few words of
encouragement or support if you
aren’t having such a good day.
Since those early days I have shot all
over the UK and travelled to Jersey,
France, Dubai and America (5 times).
I have represented the Isle of Wight at
the Island Games and come away with
two Gold medals and a Silver medal as
part of the most successful Shooting
Team to ever participate in the Games.
I won the 2018 US Open Ladies 5 Stand
Competition, beating all the Americans
on their home ground which was very
pleasing. I recently competed in the
British National Championships and
had my best ever results in this country,
coming 6th overall in the Ladies category
and 5th overall in my Class.

I have run several Ladies Days to
encourage more women into the
sport which has been very satisfying.
I have also qualified as a Shooting
Instructor so that allows me to teach
newcomers the basics and hopefully
pass on some of my passion for the
sport. If anyone fancies a go then
please do get in touch!
P.S. For those of you who know
about such things, I shoot a Caesar
Guerini Magnus 12 bore with a
Syren stock, Briley chokes and use
Gamebore White Gold cartridges.
- By Jennie Cartwright
To get in touch with Jennie please
contact her on jcartwright@
jamescowper.co.uk or
+44 (0) 7799327870.

My business development role at
James Cowper Kreston means that
I have the time to train during the
week and also get to competitions
both home and abroad on a
more regular basis and I am
very grateful for their support.

•

Payroll

•

Private Client Tax

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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UPDATE

CORPORATE

FINANCE
The second half of 2019 has been
incredibly successful for James Cowper
Kreston’s Corporate Finance team. With
a mix of cross border transactions and
deals on home soil the team has been
instrumental to the successful growth and
development of a number of businesses.

»

Panoramic Growth Equity
• MBO of Elmelin
• Transaction support

»

Amicus IT
• Merger with Aura Technology
• Advisers to the Vendors

»

MJR Group
• Cross Border Disposal to TEG
• Advisers to the Shareholders

»

YFM
• Investment in SharpCloud Software
Limited Financial Due Diligence and Tax
Due Diligence and structuring for YFM

Deal highlights include:

»
»

Melrose Care
• Disposal to Smart Care Homes Ltd
• Advisors to the Shareholders
Ecocleen Services
• A
 cquisition of Regency
Cleaning Services
• Transaction support

»

Piper Private Equity
• Investment in Mous
	
• T
 ransaction support

»

ACOEM Group
• Acquisition of DynOptic Systems LTD
• Cross border transaction support

S
N
O
I
T
O
PROM

“This has been a fantastic year for the team,
while there are uncertainties about the future
with Brexit looming, businesses at home and
abroad are still looking to grow. With the
addition of Richard Thomas to the team we
ourselves are expanding into new markets
and look forward to what 2020 will bring.”
For more information please contact Nick
Rogers on nrogers@jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)118 9590261.

TAX PLANNING

LIGHTS!

James Cowper Kreston have
been nominated for and won
several awards in 2019 which are:

Immediate exemptions for gifts are
available. Most are relatively small
but the exemption for gifts of
excess income is not limited.
Trusts can still be used to
effect IHT planning whilst
retaining control but not
benefit of the asset.

Start thinking and planning early
especially because asset values
and therefore the tax bill are
likely to increase over time.

Rising Star Award – Medium
Employer of the Year – Winners

NWN Best in Business Awards
– Best Employer Award – Winners

Tax efficient regulated investments
are available and might have a
role to play in an overall strategy.

Involving the family is often
very useful to avoid longer
term conflict.

Wills need to reflect any
planning undertaken, as well
as personal wishes on death.

Most IHT planning undertaken
is not effective until seven
years have elapsed.

Health Award – TBC

The £150,000 residence nil rate
band (£175,000 for deaths after
5 April 2020) is reduced or wiped
out where the individual’s estate is
valued in excess of £2m. This is
particularly a potential issue on
second death within a marriage
or civil partnership.

PH IL SN EL L
Formally Tax Director
has been appointed to
the role of Partner in
our Reading office.

Who has joined our Corporate Finance
team, specialising in Waste and
Environmental projects

Who joins us from Haines Watts as
a Business Tax Manager in our
Newbury office.

Audit and Assurance •

Lifetime gifts of assets can
also generate CGT which might
also need to be weighed against
the IHT benefit.

Planning for the inheritance tax
(IHT) efficient succession of wealth
is not so much a transactional issue
but a process over time. Providing a
comprehensive guide is beyond the
scope of this article but set out below
are some key points for consideration
to assist not just those who are starting
to think about planning but also
those with planning underway.

Thames Valley Business Magazine
Awards – Workplace Mental

R O SS
B A ILE Y
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NAME IN

British Accountancy Awards –

R I CH A R D
TH O M A S

Business Restructuring and Insolvency

Finally the Office of Tax
Simplification has floated
possible changes to some
of the above (most notably
3, 5 and 7) and potential
developments in these areas
will need to be kept in mind.
If you would like to explore the
IHT opportunities set out above
or any other issues, such as
IHT reliefs for businesses,
please do not hesitate to
contact our private client tax
team on +44 (0)1635 35255.

A capital gains tax (CGT) free uplift
applies so that beneficiaries of a
deceased’s estate only pay CGT
on any growth in value after the
date of death. This future benefit
needs to be weighed against the
IHT position on death.

•

Business Tax

Christmas is a time of goodwill and
cheer but let’s have a quick look at
the VAT implications for business.

I N H E R I TA N C E

Mid Tier Firm of the Year –
Highly Commended

TS
INTMEN
O
P
P
A
NEW
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Christmas party

Nick Rogers, Head of Corporate Finance
at James Cowper Kreston said:

AND

We are delighted to announce
the following promotions and
new appointments:

VAT

& the
staff

•

Corporate Finance

•

Outsourcing

•

Payroll

•

Private Client Tax

The good news is that VAT on costs
incurred on the Christmas office party
are fully recoverable when only staff
attend. The party is deemed wholly
for the purposes of the business.
If partners of staff or guests attend
the party, VAT recovery is restricted;
if 45 of the 50 attendees are employees,
90% of VAT can be recovered for
example. In the unlikely event that
guests are charged a fee to attend,
even if nominal, full VAT recovery is
restored. The Christmas spirit does
not extend to the invitation of business
clients or suppliers as staff could be
considered to be hosts and VAT recovery
would be even further restricted.
If the business provides Christmas
gifts to staff which cost less than £50
per person (excluding VAT) the VAT
on purchase can be reclaimed in full.
If a single gift to a specific employee
exceeds £ 50 or is part of a series
of gifts to the same person over 12
months that exceeds £ 50 in total,
VAT is recoverable in full, but an
equal amount of output tax is due,
as a deemed supply. If you choose to
brighten up your office with a Christmas
tree and decorations, VAT is fully
recoverable as a business expense.
If your Christmas holiday
is a quiet affair you can
join the thousands who
file their VAT or tax
returns online!
For more information
please contact
Jeff Ruddell
on jruddell@
jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)203 817 9350.

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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VIRTUAL
FINANCE TEAM

More than book-keeping and management accounts

Contractor
or Employee?
The existing off payroll
working rules seek to
make sure that workers
operating through an
employment intermediary,
who would have been
an employee if they
were providing their
services directly to the
end client, pay broadly
the same tax and national
insurance contributions
as employees.
An employment
intermediary will usually be
the worker’s own personal
service company. But could

10

also be a partnership, a
managed service company,
or an individual.

Off payroll working
rules to change
from April 2020

Accounts and Business Advisory •
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over

over

over

£10.2
million

£5.1
million

The existing IR35 rules will continue
to apply to the large number of exempt
small businesses.

Where it is determined that the rules do apply, the business,
agency, or third party paying the worker’s intermediary will need
to deduct income tax and employee NICs and pay the employer.
The business making the determination may not be the same
as the business required to operate PAYE.

Audit and Assurance •
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For more information please contact
John Newell on jnewell@jamescowper.
co.uk or +44 (0)118 9590261.
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•

Outsourcing

A start-up or small business might
have just one person, trying to
juggle not only the full finance
function but also the operational
side of actually running the
business. A larger business, or one
going through a period of change,
might have a core finance team,
but need additional support,
perhaps to work on specific
projects, or particular reporting
requirements, or at certain times
of the month.

A cornerstone of the concept
is cloud-based accounting software
coupled with mobile technology
and modern data analytics, but
the success lies in the people using
these tools, who will tailor their
approach and the software used to
each individual circumstance and
are equally able to use bespoke
client-specific systems. And of
course, although the team might
be ‘virtual’ they are on the end
of the phone, an email or an
instant message away, or with
you supporting the in-house team
and in management, board and
stakeholder meetings.

A key aspect of the concept
of this virtual team is that
the service is tailored
and flexible to the
requirements of the
business, whether
a family business,
owner-managed,
an SME or a larger
enterprise. It will
evolve in scope as
the business evolves,
including processing
and book-keeping,
management accounting,
forecasting and real-time
reporting insights, a review

All medium and large businesses will
have an increased PAYE compliance
burden going forward and have action
to take prior to 5 April 2020 to assess
their off payroll worker engagements.

50

of the financial controls
processes, the hands-on
experience of a virtual finance
controller or the strategic expertise
of a ‘de facto’ finance director.
Or a flexible combination
of all of these services.

A virtual finance team provides all
the services you would expect from
an in-house accounts team and
more, enabling businesses to
access the support, expertise
and experience that they need,
when they need it.

HMRC has launched a Check Employment
Status for Tax (CEST) service to help
businesses determine whether the
off-payroll working rules apply. This service
is expected to be further improved and
guidance issued before the new rules
come into effect.

To be medium or large a business must have 2 of the
following 3:

From 6 April 2020 the
responsibility for operating
the off-payroll working rules
in the private sector (known
as IR35) is moving from the
workers to the organisation,
agency or other third party
engaging the worker.
Medium and large
businesses, agencies and
third parties will need to
decide whether the rules
apply to an engagement with
individuals who work through
an employment intermediary.

Workers have right to appeal against
a status determination given by an
organisation and that organisation must
provide a response within 45 days.
They can change their decision or give
the same decision but must continue
to operate PAYE until a conclusion is
reached. If they cannot agree it can
be referred to HMRC.

For anyone running a business,
getting the finance function
operating efficiently can present
a challenge. The finance team
needs a range of skills, from
processing through to reporting,
forecasting and strategic analysis.

•

Payroll

•

Private Client Tax

For more information
please contact Fiona
Hawkins on fhawkins@
jamescowper.co.uk
or on +44 (0)1635 35255.

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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New
student
intake
James Cowper Kreston are pleased
to announce they have recently
welcomed their new group of
students for 2019 into the firm.
Based at various offices across the
South East the new students will
be able to experience working within
many different Service Lines whilst
they carry out their studies.

Reducing the
risk of fraud
With limited resources and increasingly
tough economic conditions, small and
medium-sized businesses sometimes
tend to think more about innovation,
growth and survival than due diligence,
financial controls and risk management.
These often seem to involve cost and
a lot of hard work. But this approach
leaves businesses increasingly
open to fraud and all the evidence
suggests that fraud is on the increase.
Unfortunately, fraudsters don’t just
prey on profit making businesses –
charities can also be affected.
In order to avoid preconceptions about
who commits fraud, it is important to
remember that fraud can come from
a variety of sources, including:

» Staff
» Customers
» Suppliers
»	Third parties, unconnected
to the business

With the prevalence of technology
throughout virtually all businesses,
fraud is becoming increasingly complex
and difficult to understand. Tips for
reducing the likelihood of fraud include:

»

12

 e sceptical – if something seems
B
too good to be true, it probably is.
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»	Know your customers and suppliers
– this will help identify any unusual
requests or transactions.

»	Develop a counter fraud culture
– make sure that everyone in your
business is helping you to avoid
fraud happening.

»

»

Implement financial controls
– ensure that these are robust.
Particular areas to look out for
are the approval of electronic
bank transactions and regularly
reconciling bank accounts.
 atch out for supplier changes
W
– any email asking you to
change supplier bank account
details needs to be treated with
caution as it could be a fraudulent
request. Always ring your regular
supplier contact to make sure
that it is genuine.

Fraud isn’t going to go away, but
action can be taken to reduce the
likelihood of it happening to you.
For more information on implementing
financial controls please contact Mike
Farwell on mfarwell@jamescowper.
co.uk or on +44 (0)1635 35255.

Audit and Assurance •

“We have welcomed eight new
students this year and are looking
forward to seeing what they bring
to the firm,” said Robert Holland,
Managing Partner. “We at James
Cowper Kreston believe it is vital
to have a regular influx of new
talent to ensure we have access
to the newest ideas from the next
generation of accountants.
I wish them the best of luck.”

Inflo and
data analytics

HR Director, Richard Dickson said:
“We are excited to welcome our
new students for 2019. This year
our intake includes a mix of school
leavers, graduates and interns. We
have built up strong relationships
with local education providers that
has allowed us to recruit a variety
of students year on year. We pride
ourselves on our training
programmes, offering an excellent
combination of classroom training,
skills development and hands-on
experience to our students, ensuring
that they are able reach their
potential and become successful
future business advisers.”

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not just
changing our homes, it’s changing the
workplace. At James Cowper Kreston
we are always looking to embrace
innovation and identify ways of adding
value to our clients, which is why we
use market-leading data analytics
software, Inflo, to transform the
audit and assurance experience.
W H AT I S I T ?
Inflo works by analysing a large set of
data, automatically categorising it and
identifying correlations and trends as
well as other possible insights almost
instantaneously, which would be near
impossible for a human to do.

James Cowper Kreston accept
school leavers, graduates and interns
into their student intake each year
and provide them with excellent
training and support throughout their
time at the firm. Our applications
for 2020 are now open, for more
information please visit our website
www.jamescowperkreston.co.uk.

Business Restructuring and Insolvency
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W H AT A R E T H E A D VA N TA G ES ?
Traditional audit and assurance
techniques would involve the audit
team extracting the data and applying
a sampling approach for testing and
verification, which means only a small
amount of this data is actually checked.
However, Inflo can ingest the complete
dataset almost instantly without the risk
of human bias and error, verify that the
dataset is complete, search and find
key words or related parties, select
samples and identify transactions
posing a heightened risk of fraud or
error resulting in higher quality audit
and assurance engagements.
In addition to improving the quality of
audit and assurance engagements, Inflo
provides granular, consistent and reliable
data in easy to understand visualisations.
These visualisations can provide insight into
trends of the business, the quality of the

•

Payroll

•

Private Client Tax

accounting records, work patterns of
the accounts team, and also benchmark
your businesses key performance
indicators against industry averages
and similar businesses.
Inflo allows the automation of manual
tasks, meaning more time can be spent
understanding your business and providing
valuable insights and better advice.
If you are interested
about how data analytics
can add value to your
business, please
contact James Pitt on
jpitt@jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)1865 861166.

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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Increasingly we are assisting clients making a claim under one
of HMRC’s creative industry tax relief schemes. These are a group
of eight corporation tax reliefs that allow UK companies to identify
qualifying expenditure either to reduce their corporation tax bill
or, where the company makes a loss, to receive a cash refund
(i.e. a tax credit).
The reliefs were first
introduced in 2007 and were
reformed in 2012 when the list
was increased to the current
8 reliefs as listed below:

Tax Reliefs

FILMS
KIDS TV

Cre8ive

ORCHESTRAS

HMRC incentives
bringing the creative
sector a helping hand.
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THEATRE
MUSEUMS
& GALLERIES
ANIMATIONS
HIGH-END
TELEVISION
VIDEO
GAMES
Perhaps the best known
is film tax relief (featured
in Perspective issue 27).
This tax benefit is bringing

Audit and Assurance •

many well-known production
companies to UK shores to
shoot their next big blockbuster.

VAT A N D C U S T O M S U P D AT E

Each relief has its own set of
rules governing the ability to
claim relief. However, all of
them follow the same basic
principles in that the entity
claiming must be liable to
corporation tax in the UK
and that the costs incurred
(on which the relief is based)
are directly involved in the
production and development
of the project, be it a film,
TV programme, exhibition,
video game, piece of live
music or theatre. Note that it
is possible for not for profit
or charities to claim the relief,
provided that they are
structured appropriately.

The UK government has agreed
a deal with the EU, which has been
passed in principle by the UK
parliament. The UK government
has suspended debate on the bill in
parliament, pending the outcome
of the general election. This article
has been written before the result
of the election is known.
If the new UK parliament following the
election has a majority in favour of the
existing Brexit deal, the UK will notify
the EU of its departure on 31 January
2020. There will be a transitional or
implementation period which lasts for 11
months, ending on 31 December 2020,
during which time the UK will remain a
member of the EU. Current VAT rules and

The cash benefit provided
by HMRC in these creative
sectors have provided much
needed financial support
for numerous businesses.
However, it is important to
set out the claim correctly as
the rules can be complex.

Customs arrangements will continue to
apply during the transitional period so
the movement of goods between the
UK and the EU will remain an intra-EU
despatch and acquisition. Imports into
the UK from outside the EU during
transition will continue to attract the
current rates of import duty.
Negotiations will take place
between the UK and the EU during
transition with the aim of developing a
comprehensive Free Trade Agreement
ideally to take effect from 1 January
2021. The UK can also negotiate trade
deals with other non-EU countries,
which would come into force when
the transitional period ends. If a trade
agreement with the EU is not in place
at the end of the transition period on

1 January 2021 and no extension
to the transition has been agreed,
the movement of goods between
the EU and the UK would revert to
World Trade Organisation rules.
Goods moving between the UK and
the EU would be third country imports,
subject potentially to import duties
within the EU and the temporary UK
Tariff, first published in March 2019.
If the new UK parliament does
not have a majority for the existing
Brexit deal, the future is not clear.
Two possible outcomes are another
UK referendum or a request to
the EU to extend the current
31 January deadline.
For more information contact
Meera Rajah, Nigel Waterfield or
Jeff Ruddell on +44 (0)1635 35255.

If you’re interested in finding
out more, or think your business
may be eligible for creative tax
relief, please get in touch with
our specialists who will be
happy to help.
- By James Masters
For more information please
contact the tax team on
+44 (0)1635 35255.
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Financial due
diligence for
SME acquisitions

POWERING
THE FUTURE
Hinkley Point C in Somerset will be
the first UK nuclear power station
built in over 20 years and was first
announced by the UK government
back in 2010. It will make a significant
contribution to the UK’s plans for
reducing carbon emissions; the two
“state of the art” nuclear reactors
will provide low-carbon electricity
for around 6 million homes and the
electricity generated will offset 9 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions a
year over its 60-year lifespan.
This type of project requires a
highly skilled workforce and expertise
in different areas of construction.
Consolis, European leader in precast
concrete is playing an important
role at Hinkley Point. Its subsidiary
Consolis Bonna TP is specialised in the
manufacture of pressure pipes which are
made in France then assembled on site.
Consolis Bonna TP operates throughout
France and overseas, with Hinkley Point
representing their first project in the UK.

As well as the challenges faced at
Hinkley Point itself, the company was
confronted with UK tax and accounting
regulations and approached James
Cowper Kreston to assist them with
their first UK project. Not only do we
provide bookkeeping, accounting and
corporate tax services to the company
but our expat team also manages the
tax and social security implications for
the employees coming to the UK from
France; Consolis Bonna TP has sent
10 employees to work on the project
at the nuclear site to date.

There are typically further
complications in the SME
environment as there may
be less sophisticated
accounting and reporting
processes which creates
challenges with information quality and
availability. Below are some common
areas that deserve attention in any SME
due diligence based on our experience.

Jaouad Chakht, a manager in the expat
team who is also French, has been the
main point of contact for the company
and the employees from the beginning
and was given the opportunity to visit
the site in Somerset earlier this year to
meet the team from Consolis Bonna TP.

Is revenue recognised correctly?
Getting comfort that revenue is correct
is critical as this impacts earnings which
influences the purchase price. This area
may need more attention if there is an
element of revenue invoiced in advance
of the service being performed or where
customers pay upfront deposits. Other
areas to examine include period end
cut-off of billings and treatment of
accrued revenue.

For more information contact
Jaouad Chakht by email
jchakht@jamescowper.co.uk
or on +44 (0)118 9590261.

What is the normal, sustainable
earnings of the business?
Be sceptical of earnings adjustments
presented by the Seller as these are
likely to present an overly positive
view of the business, particularly if
normal operating expenses like bad
debts or foreign exchange losses are
proposed adjustments. Also be mindful
of any impacts on earnings that require
judgement – for example, raising or
release of provisions or capitalisation
of staff costs.
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Financial due diligence is the
opportunity for Buyers to properly
understand a target business’
earnings and cash flows, validate
purchase price assumptions and
to identify any financial ‘red flags’.

Any connection the owner or
related family members have with
the business should be examined.
Also important are the intentions of
the Buyer post-acquisition to install
new management or rectify any gaps
in finance resources. These additional
costs should be considered in normal
business earnings.

A stocktake at (or close to)
completion date is advisable to
confirm the amount of stock being
acquired and also to give some
comfort over the condition of stock
held. If there are concerns about the
saleability of obsolete or aged stock,
a methodology to calculate a reduction
in stock value should be agreed.

Watch-out for hidden liabilities

There should be a focus on any
deterioration in trade debtor
collections, long outstanding and
problem debtors. The Buyer should
receive protection from any doubtful
or long outstanding debtors.

The condition of existing fixed
assets required to run the business
should be considered with a view
on whether any catch-up capital
expenditure is required to replace
or improve the condition of existing
assets. Buyers should be wary of
aged assets and any deferral of
capital expenditure, particularly
in the lead up to the sale process.
In addition, dilapidations under
property leases are typically not
accounted for by SMEs but will
need to be investigated to ensure
the Buyer is protected from any
subsequent cash obligation.
What is the quality of working capital?
Working capital represents short term
cash flow to operate the business.
The Buyer wants to acquire a business
with ‘normal’ working capital but the
definition of ‘normal’ can be subject
to significant discussion and debate.
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Any indication of stretching trade
creditors beyond standard payment
terms should also be considered with
the Buyer being compensated for any
‘out of term’ creditor balances as a
reduction in the purchase price.
Over the last year, James Cowper
Kreston’s Corporate Finance team
has performed acquisition and
pre-financing due diligence on
SME targets for a number of clients
including Sovereign Capital, Piper,
Foresight, Panoramic, Percipient,
YFM, HSBC and NatWest.
For more information please contact
Brad McAvoy in the Corporate Finance
team on bmcavoy@jamescowper.
co.uk or +44 (0)118 9590261.

jamescowperkreston.co.uk
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Trading with China

Helping others
is never taxing

China is one of the UK’s largest trading partners. Recently published statistics
show that during 2018 China was the UK’s sixth largest export market accounting
for 4% of all UK exports of goods and services. Looking at imports, during the
same period, China was the UK’s fourth largest source of imports after Germany,
USA and the Netherlands. Trade has increased significantly over the last 20 years.
In 1999 China was the UK’s 26th largest export market and 15th largest source
of imports. Having taken a dip in 2015 exports are now on the rise again
(data source House of Common Briefing Paper 7379).

Clearly this trade has not been without
its difficulties and some of the issues
concerning either export to or import
from China are well publicised in the
media. However, the increased trade
has continued for a significant period
of time now and we would expect the
trading relationship between the two
countries to continue to grow.
For many years the firm has
advised clients both UK clients
looking to invest and set up an
operation in China and Chinese
companies and investors looking
to come into the UK. We have
worked extensively with our Kreston
International colleagues throughout
China on a number of projects and
clients. The work has covered
many areas from accounting, audit,
bookkeeping, VAT and duties and
payroll services to corporate finance
advice around investment in the
UK, fund raising and listing on one
of the London stock markets.
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bring Chinese companies and
investment to the UK.
We were, therefore, very pleased
that the firm was invited to attend
a significant technology conference
in Zhegzhou, where our partnership
with Innovation Platform was
formally recognised by the provincial
government. During this conference
it was also fascinating to see the
pace of development and change
in China and their use of new
technologies – from new cities,
5G networks to driverless cars and
buses. This provided an insight into
the opportunities for UK businesses
who might invest in China.

Some friendly advice
from a reluctant IT
director

Age UK is a charity which aims
to reduce the sense of isolation
amongst older people with the
help of a wealth of volunteers.
Loneliness, whilst not a physical
affliction, is something which affects
many people of all ages. Tellingly,
half a million older people in the
UK go at least five or six days a
week without seeing or speaking
to anyone at all.

I’ll start by stating openly that I am
not an IT expert and so when I was
asked to assume responsibility for
our firm’s IT function (alongside my
day job of looking after a growing
portfolio of ambitious clients!) about
four years ago, it’s fair to say that
I accepted with some trepidation!

Claire Dawes, Tax Consultant in our
Ex-Pat team, is a regular volunteer
with the charity and visits an older
person each week.
	“Age UK is a great example
of a charity which caters
for people in full-time
employment but who also
want to make a difference in
their local community. I act in
the role of a ‘befriender’, visiting
Jack (aged 94) every Wednesday
after work and he often says
that my visits are the highlight
of his week. 2 hours of my time
is all it takes to make someone
feel less isolated and I find
I always look forward to the
visits – with 94 years of life
experience there is never a
shortfall of conversation!”

The finance directors of many of our
clients, or at least the smaller ones, will
recognise this predicament as they are
often expected to look after areas outside
their field of expertise, like IT, HR, tax and
legal. It has been a steep learning curve,
and despite still being far from expert, I
thought others who find themselves in a
similar position might benefit a little from
my experience over the past few years.
I think the biggest learning point
so far has been to do everything in
moderation…for example, it is rarely a
good strategy to be amongst the first to
adopt new technology, but equally one
must be careful not to left behind – my
own view is that being amongst what the
industry calls “the early majority” which
typically means being in the second
quartile in terms of speed of adoption,
is generally a good place to be.

For more information on Age UK:
www.ageuk.org.uk/reading

Another example comes in whether
to own and manage our own IT
infrastructure and software estate, or to
outsource and consume everything as a
service, from the cloud. The direction of
travel across the industry seems firmly to
be in favour of “moving to the cloud” and
our business is no exception but again,
for now, a hybrid approach where we
keep some core infrastructure under our
own control (albeit housed in an external
datacentre) whilst consuming other

China has many differences to the
UK and it is important to understand
this and how to build relationships in
China. Consequently any investment
requires planning but with good
planning anything is possible.

Most recently we have been working
with the China UK Technology and
Innovation Platform in China a Chinese organisation looking to

For more information on
expanding your business into
China please contact Alex Peal
on apeal@jamescowper.co.uk
or +44 (0)118 9590261.
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services – particularly
core software applications
– on demand from online (or
cloud) services seems to work
well for our business.
Finally, I’d say the same is true for
expertise – a mix of internal resource
who really understand the business, its
needs and how it uses IT, blended with
external expert consultants who live and
breathe the latest technology and can
share their experience of what works
(and what doesn’t!) for other businesses
is, in my view, a good balance.
Another major learning point is that
everything takes longer and costs more
than you think it will! The industry tell us
that the pace of change has never been
faster – I am sure that is true but for non-IT businesses, like ours, to
adopt and adapt to new technology in a
way that manages the risks and ensures
consistent and secure usage across the
business seems always to take longer
than one might expect.

simply dealing with issues and crises
(which will occur!) as they happen.
Alan Poole is one of our Audit and
Assurance Partners and heads up IT
for the firm.
For more information please contact
Alan Poole on apoole@jamescowper.
co.uk or +44 (0)118 9590261.

The final point I would make is not to
underestimate the time commitment – it
is significant, it is also unpredictable and
lumpy, and a particular challenge is to
carve out the time to think proactively
and drive improvement, rather than
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A PARTNER: IN PERSPECTIVE

MEERA RAJAH
Meera heads up James Cowper
Kreston’s VAT services and our
services into South East Asia.
She has built up extensive technical
knowledge over more than 15 years,
specialising in a number of different
areas of VAT. She takes a persuasive
and practical approach to
negotiations with HMRC, which has
successfully achieved substantial
VAT savings and compensation
for clients. With a number of years’
experience at HM Revenue &
Customs, Meera has brought with
her a wide range of skills and
expertise in inspections and
negotiations.

When did you qualify?

Meera is one of our newest
partners, being promoted to the
role in November 2018. In this
edition of Perspective we sat
down with her to find out more.

If you could have two celebrities to
dinner, who would they be and why?

he start to have a good work-life
balance and to hear about the
fantastic projects within Bill and
Melinda’s foundation.

In 1998 when I was with Customs
& Excise.
What do you enjoy most about
your job?
The intellectual challenge, helping my
clients achieve their ambitions and
working with my fantastic team.
What do you like to do outside
of work?
I do a lot of charity work, spend time
with family and friends, go for long
walks, cooking, going to the theatre and
listening to music. I have a busy life!

Sir Trevor McDonald…….where do
I start? I could spend ages with him
to learn all about his journalism days.
He has interviewed a wide range of
people from famous politicians and
celebrities to those less well-known
and I would love to hear more of his
experiences and insight.
For more information contact
Meera Rajah on mrajah@jamescowper.
co.uk or +44(0)1635 35255.

I would like to have dinner with a few, but
I will go with my top two, Bill Gates and
Sir Trevor McDonald. I would love to know
from Bill Gates at what point in his life did
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